The Next Chapter:
The Oil and Gas Industry’s Role in Economic
Recovery
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Members explore for, develop and produce natural gas, natural
gas liquids, crude oil, and oil sands throughout Canada
Produce about 80 per cent of Canada’s natural gas and oil
Offices in St. John’s, Ottawa, Calgary and Vancouver
Offshore operations for CAPP driven by an Offshore Policy Group
comprising senior leaders from CAPP members with interests in
Atlantic Canada
www.AtlanticCanadaOffshore.ca – provides industry overview
and benefits information and safety and environment content

Newfoundland and Labrador’s Offshore
Production Projects

Hibernia
Operated by HMDC
Start-up: 1997
Gravity Base Structure (GBS)

White Rose
Operated by Husky Energy
Start-up: 2005
FPSO
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Terra Nova
Operated by Suncor Energy
Start-up: 2002
Floating Production, Storage and
Offloading Vessel (FPSO)

Hebron
Operated by ExxonMobil
Start-up: 2017
GBS

Potential Future Projects

● West White Rose Project
 Operated by Husky Energy
 Concrete Gravity Supported Platform
 Fixed drilling rig, producing back to the
SeaRose FPSO
 Project sanctioned Q2 2017 and original
first oil target was 2022, but project now on
hold
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● Bay du Nord
 Operated by Equinor
 FPSO development concept
 Framework agreement with Government of
NL announced July 2018
 Not yet sanctioned
 Sanction decision on hold

Exploration
● Exploration levels low in recent
years, but activity was expected to
increase in 2020 pending regulatory
approvals
 In late 2019 there were nine
exploration drilling projects in midst of
the Environmental Assessment Process
in Eastern Newfoundland
 Over $4 Billion in exploration work
commitments poised to attract nearrecord drilling

● This year, only one exploration
drilling program is expected to
proceed
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Offshore industry provides significant value to
Newfoundland and Labrador
●
●
●

●
●
●

Employs about 5,000 people directly;
up to an additional 20,000 indirectly
Supports hundreds of supply and
service companies
Industry expenditures in NL total
more than $50 billion (1995 – 2019)
Cumulative royalties total more than
$23 billion (1998 to 2019)
Over $600 million spent on R&D and
education and training in NL.
Significant contributions through
community investment initiatives

Source: CAPP
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Potential for Future Growth

In just 10% of NL’s Offshore, there is a
combined potential of 63.3 billion barrels
of oil and 224.1 trillion cubic feet of
natural gas*
*Bicep-FranlabIndependent Resource Assessment
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The Current Reality
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The Offshore Industry in NL is facing immense challenges
●

Combination of COVID-19, the related drop in demand for oil and
gas and the Saudi/Russia price war has had severe impacts




●
●

Developments deferred, drilling and extension projects on hold,
exploration programs delayed
Over 5,000 jobs lost locally to date and more at risk
Capital spending across industry globally has been reduced
dramatically, though some countries are stabilizing more quickly than
others

More than $61 billion in GDP is at risk by 2038 due to
cancellations, deferrals and suspensions of offshore activity and
projects*
Oil prices have increased and stabilized somewhat in recent
months but uncertainty remains, and capital investment is not
recovering at the same pace
* Source: Government of NL
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Newfoundland and Labrador Facing Fiscal Crisis
●

Recent APEC report focused on how critical the NL offshore is to
NL’s economic recovery
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NL net debt will be about $16 billion by the end of 2021, Canada’s
largest per-capita debt
Offshore oil is the largest contributor to economic prosperity in NL
Oil production and support activities account for 32 per cent of
provincial GDP (notably, down from 42 per cent in 2007 but still by far
the largest economic contributor)*
The report notes the province would suffer substantial economic
setbacks in the absence of further offshore investment
APEC’s worst-case projection forecasts NL’s GDP could be 15 per cent
lower by 2040
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Global Investment in Upstream Crude Oil and Natural Gas

Source: IEA 2020
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Capital Investment Expected to Increase in Canada, but
not in NL
Industry Capital SpendingCdn $billions

Northern Canada
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Oil & Gas Investment Spending:
2019

2020e

2017: $42.5 billion

2018: $39 billion
$0.1
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2019: $35 billion

2020e: $24 billion
2021f: $27 billion
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December 2020
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East Coast Offshore
2017 2018 2019 2020e 2021f
$3.2 $2.7 $2.8 $1.5 $1.5

The Big Picture - The
Future of Oil and Gas
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The Future of Oil and Natural Gas
●

Can we support emissions reductions commitments and still
produce our natural resources?



The world needs energy; oil and natural gas will continue to be the
primary source of energy supply globally in 2040
Canada’s oil and natural gas industry supports governments’ net-zero
emissions goals and can help in the transition to cleaner energy
sources
• For example, the oil and gas industry spends more on environmental
protection than other Canadian industries, including the mining
industry, the electricity industry , transportation and manufacturing.

●
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Newfoundland and Labrador, with its responsibly produced
energy, is an energy supplier of choice and can help meet growing
global demand

Environment, Social & Corporate Governance (ESG)
●
●

ESG has become a key factor for investors in deciding where they
invest
Offshore Context:




●

Also see a role for ourselves in:




●
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Emissions are 30% less per barrel than the global industry average
and industry actively seeking opportunities to further reduce
emissions
Sector has invested significantly in technology and innovation
Meeting global energy needs where demand for both oil and natural
gas is projected to grow
Driving global emission reductions
Significant opportunities to progress clean energy growth on future
oil and gas projects

Need to work together to create the right competitiveness
conditions to enable the commercialization of clean technologies
and leadership in lower emission oil and gas

Collaborating for Safety & Sustainability:
A Continuous Improvement Plan
● Developed by CAPP and offshore
operators
● Released in February 2020
● Outlines a vision of making Atlantic
Canada the safest and most
environmentally responsible
offshore oil and gas operating
jurisdiction in the world
● Worked on 13 specific focus areas in
2020 related to improving
collaboration and enhancing
performance
● 2021 Plan to be released in Q1
● Documents and future updates
available at
www.atlanticcanadaoffshore.ca
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Research/Innovation
●
●
●
●
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From development of resources to emergency preparedness, industry
relies on the latest scientific developments and technology to plan safe
and responsible operations
Significant advances being made, resulting in safer and more
environmentally responsible operations
Through the Ocean Supercluster, operators are also fostering new
partnerships with other ocean users to accelerate innovation and to
drive increased sustainable economic growth from our oceans
Research and new technology being developed locally and globally

Competitiveness
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Competitiveness of the NL Offshore
●

Competitiveness has been a challenge for NL’s offshore for many
years



●

NL has one of the highest breakeven prices for offshore projects*
Situation further amplified by the pandemic and the resulting drop in
demand and related market challenges

Many offshore producing jurisdictions have worked to improve
their ability to attract investment in recent years




Norway made significant changes to their tax regime during the
pandemic
The UK made extensive tax regime changes several years ago
Significant activity occurring in both jurisdictions

*Source: Government of NL Study Competitiveness in Oil and Gas Investment, 2018
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Achieving Potential Requires Change
●

Increasing activity




●

Improving competitiveness


●

Investment opportunities in NL are competing with the world for
limited capital; need to ensure NL prospects are as competitive as
possible

Efficient regulatory processes
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Beyond West White Rose and Bay du Nord there is no other
commercial discovery waiting to be developed; need to get current
developments moving forward
Historically low levels of exploration activity; expected to increase in
coming years but incenting further exploration can help achieve
growth

Historically regulatory delay has been a significant challenge; a one
year regulatory delay impacts internal rate of return by about 2%

The Opportunity
●
●

●
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NL’s offshore industry is central to economic recovery and to
enhancing NL’s leadership in clean energy growth, technology and
innovation
Offshore industry sustainability will result in more good-paying
jobs, revenue for the provincial and federal governments and
enable the commercialization of technologies in lower emission oil
and gas… if NL can overcome current challenges to capitalize on its
potential
Encouraged by actions taken to date by governments to support
offshore industry (NL Oil and Gas Recovery Task Force, federal funds
etc.) but NL is still falling behind from a global competitiveness
perspective; CAPP will continue to identify and bring forward
solutions

Working Together on Solutions
●

Efforts to date to provide short-term support are encouraging, but
there are still challenges to overcome
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Project-specific challenges; could result in projects not proceeding,
putting many jobs at risk
Short-term support helps with some near-term challenges but does
not improve NL’s ability to attract investment, which was already
challenged prior to COVID-19 and has further eroded as other
jurisdictions have moved forward with tax reform and other
initiatives

Achieving our Potential
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What’s at Stake?
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Conclusion
● The world will need oil and gas for
decades to come
● Canada, and NL, is producing
resources responsibly
● The oil and gas industry is central to
NL’s economic recovery
● Industry, governments and others
must work together to grow the
industry to ensure NL can continue
to help meet growing global demand
● Industry is working to improve
safety and environmental
performance
● NL and Canada can be a leader in
global emissions reductions and still
grow the oil and natural gas industry
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